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 Press Release: Top legal experts unveil their vision on the future of legal services 

 
“There are certain moments in history when you can look back and say things changed forever 
after that. I believe that the legal sector has been through one of those momentous periods.” 
- Sir Nigel Knowles. 
 
The sought-after views of some of the top legal experts have been made public in a report published by the Ark Group on The Future 
of Legal Services – Expert Analysis. This report reveals renowned experts’ vision of the future of legal practice as firms look to 2010 
and beyond.  
 
The next three years is said to be the “unprecedented period of change” and a “once-in-a-lifetime revolution in legal practice” is taking 
place. Robert Millard of Edge International states: “We need to consider how the world will be different in coming years, once this 
crisis subsides, before we think about how our strategies need to adapt.” 
 
This in-depth legal market analysis reveals some thought-provoking conclusions. It is predicted that by 2012 many small law firms will 
disappear: “The recent professional indemnity renewal round is estimated to have caused, at least, 500 law firms to close” already. 
Large elite firms are also going to struggle as they “fight it out and price their work at a realistic level”, according to DLA Piper chief 
executive, Sir Nigel Knowles. 
 
The Legal Services Act 2007 will lead to “profound changes” in the internal structure of law firms, heralding a “new world of legal 
services”. Potential investors will bring “their own cultures honed in the ruthless shareholder value environment”. 
 
Lord Hunt warns law firms that “they must be aware of the high ethical standards that are expected of them” or they face punishment if 
they fall short of the required standards.  
 
The report includes articles written by the following top legal commentators: 

• Author of the Hunt review, Lord Hunt of Wirral explains the need to raise the standards for regulation and compliance for 
law firms ;  

• Specialists on law firm finances – Dan DiPietro of The Law Firm Group Citi Private and Peter Scott of Peter Scott 
Consulting outline the new remuneration and pricing structures and the increasingly important role of financial management 
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in the law firm;  
• Legal consultants – Alan Hodgart of H4 Partners, Tony Williams of Jomati Consultants LLP, Nigel McEwen of SSG Legal, 

Laurie Young, fellow of the Chartered Institute of Marketing, and legal technology writer Charles Christian examine the 
strategic and organisational consequences of the Legal Services Act 2007 and the economic downturn on law firms;  

• Specialist regulatory solicitor – Frank Maher of Legal Risk LLP discusses the revolution in legal risk and compliance;  
• President of the Law Society – Robert Heslett portrays the future role of the Law Society;  
• Head of forensic at the SRA – Mike Calvert reveals the triggers of an onsite risk investigation and how to avoid them;  
• Business strategist – Robert Millard of Edge International takes a broader view of the shifting global economic and socio-

political factors impacting law firms worldwide; and  
• Senior and managing partners – Joy Kingsley of Pannone and Sir Nigel Knowles of DLA Piper discuss the outlook for 

small, medium and large-sized law firms.  

One reader commented: “The report had a number of benefits – it confirmed the challenges that now face our profession and offered 
some very useful strategies and advice on how we can deal with these. For those who had not given these issues much consideration, 
it provided the wake-up call needed. Whilst there are core themes and a consensus of opinion throughout, it is very helpful to read 
different experts’ interpretation of the issues discussed.” 
 
For more information or to purchase this report readers can contact Robyn Macé on +44 (0) 20 7566 8229/ rmace@ark-group.com.  
 
Editor's Notes 
 
If you are interested in receiving a free copy of this report for reviewing please contact the editor Stephanie Ramasamy on +44 (0) 20 
7549 8667/ sramasamy@ark-group.com 
 
Ark Group is committed to delivering practical advice and expertise to legal professionals worldwide through our range of specialist 
magazines and reports. Visit us at www.ark-group.com for more information.
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